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The power of integrated internet, endpoint, and email security.
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How many times have you tried to find more hours in the 
day? You’re a security professional, not a magician, so our 
goal for 2020 is to help you find better ways to work more 
efficiently. If you’re like many front-line decision-makers, 
your organization is likely struggling to find skilled resources 
to help you respond faster, and more effectively, to threats. 
But with as many as 3.5 million cybersecurity jobs unfilled by 
20211, it’s time to identify other ways to fill the gaps in your 
security program.

In this eBook, we’ll look at steps you can take now to 
identify and stop threats across the top vectors, share 
intelligence across disparate systems, and correlate 
incidents for a more consistent, automated, and effective 
approach to security. 

Say yes to better security.

Welcome to 2020, 
the perfect time to  
secure your future.
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Access to corporate 
data is decentralized, 
leading to exposure of 
sensitive information.

Cloud Apps

Branch offices are no 
longer backhauling, 
and no longer 
protected by the data 
center security stack.

Direct Internet Access

Reduced endpoint 
visibility and protection 
for remote as well as  
roaming users.

Mobile Workforce

More encrypted traffic 
with less visibility and 
policy enforcement.

5G

The new normal

Challenges that lead to 
gaps in protection
The pervasive use of SaaS applications, an increasingly remote and  
roaming workforce, and continued network transformation fueled by SD-
WAN — these forces have fundamentally changed the way we work, putting 
additional pressure on an organization’s security architecture and approach. 
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A new era of vulnerability.

The fluid composition of network endpoints has created an evolved 
threat landscape. The attack surface you’re charged with protecting  
is expanding. Yet the hours to address it aren’t.

All hands not on deck.

IT professionals are increasingly asked to do more with less (fewer 
resources for funding and staff) to bolster the front line. Seventy-four 
percent of professionals say the shortage of skilled cybersecurity 
workers has an impact on their organization.3 

Complexity, your constant companion.

If you can’t count on more support, why not add new technologies? 
The typical enterprise is now littered with 70 or more disparate 
security tools!2 Just considering the volume of alerts these solutions 
create, there simply aren’t enough hours in the day to assess which 
threats require attention. Instead of stopping security breaches, your  
IT team gets stuck in endless security triage.

Visibility, clouded.

As the number of endpoints expands, the need for deeper security 
insight has never been greater. A comprehensive view of the entire 
security domain and real-time intelligence about what’s happening 
along the network perimeter are no longer a “nice to have.” They’re 
an imperative. 

71
security tools per enterprise.4

91%
think integration is a challenge.5

At a time when the demands upon your 
network are multiplying, IT and security 
operations professionals are seeking  
new strategies to cope with mounting  
security challenges.

Stop playing 
firefighter.
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The attack trifecta
The majority of infections happen in three ways:

So if we already know this, why can’t we stop the rise of 
attacks? Today, areas of vulnerability are commonly protected 
by independent solutions that don’t integrate well. 
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Internet is the #1 source of attacks

Email is the #1 vector for attacks

Endpoint is the #1 target for attacks
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The Cisco approach
We believe your security solutions should work in concert 
with one another to help you defend better and respond 
faster. Our approach to security is founded on the principles 
of integration, intelligence, automation, and delivered with a 
portfolio of solutions designed to work together. 

Give your team more 
time back. Stop spending 
hours synchronizing tools 
trying to block threats.

Automation

Simplify investigations. 
Investigate and respond  
to threats quickly  
and confidently.

Threat Intelligence

Stop jumping between 
consoles. See more, 
everywhere with solutions 
that work together.

Integration

“Cisco Advanced Malware Protection, 
in combination with Cisco Umbrella, 
has decreased the number of 
ransomware outbreaks to zero during 
the last eight months.”

— Freek Bosscha, IT architect, NHL University
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Because it’s hard to avoid email threats.
Cisco Email Security provides defense against email cyberthreats and 
protects sensitive outbound data. It guards against spam, fraudulent 
senders, and infected files, and blocks risky URLs to prevent attacks. 

Cisco Email Security also prevents data loss and secures sensitive 
data in transit to ensure compliance with company policies.

Because attacks are staged and launched  
across the internet.
Cisco Umbrella is DNS-layer security built into the foundation of  
the internet. Umbrella provides a first line of defense against threats 
wherever users access the internet — on or off the corporate network 
— by stopping attacks before a connection is made.

Umbrella can be deployed enterprise-wide in minutes and gives 
your security team the threat intelligence and context they need to 
proactively respond to threats.

Because endpoints need better protection.
Cisco Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) for Endpoints continually 
analyzes file activity across your extended network. This allows  
you to quickly detect, contain, and remove malware on your 
connected devices. 

AMP for Endpoints provides global threat intelligence, advanced 
sandboxing, and real-time malware blocking to prevent breaches. 

An integrated 
approach to security

96%
of data breaches start with email.6

90%
of malware uses DNS in attacks.7

70%
of breaches start on endpoint services.8

Cisco security products work together to 
provide a connected security system for your 
email, internet, and endpoints. 
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Cisco Threat Response is the unifying force powering the 
Cisco integrated security architecture. It’s a single console that 
automates integrations across Cisco security products and 
threat intelligence sources so you can simplify and accelerate 
critical security operations functions:

Detection: Find and confirm the most important threats faster.

Investigation: Determine easily where you’re affected and how.

Remediation: React immediately to limit exposure.

Cisco Threat Reponse is designed to get you more from 
your Cisco security investments. It unleashes the full power 
of our cloud-based portfolio by automating integrations and 
dramatically cutting the time and effort needed to detect, 
investigate, and remediate — thereby making your SOC 
operations more efficient and effective. 

The unifying power 
of threat intelligence
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“The whole integrated Cisco ecosystem 
serves as something of a force 
multiplier; information is automatically 
shared, so a threat in one area is 
protected against everywhere.” 

 — Global Manager, Cybersecurity,
    Professional Services Company
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Block URL/domain  
across email  
and endpoints

Flagged as a  
newly seen domain  
in Umbrella

Click on a link for  
a domain never  
seen before

Umbrella proxies 
subsequent  
requests for deeper  
URL/file inspection

URL determined  
to be malicious,  
and all sources  
updated instantly

See a threat once and block it everywhere.
Shared intelligence enables complete visibility, agile blocking, 
and automated threat response, allowing you to see a threat 
once on the web, and block it everywhere — without requiring 
additional work from your team. 
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Identify & Investigate

Cisco Threat Response ties events together 
across email, endpoint, and internet security 
solutions, with a single console for visual 
threat investigation. Files are checked against 
the AMP database — a massive source of file 
reputation data.

Auto Launch

When a threat is identified (such as from 
devices that are trying to connect to malicious 
domains or URLs), Cisco’s coordinated solution 
immediately activates a response across your 
corporate network, endpoints, and cloud. 

Block Everywhere

Suspect files are sent to the Cisco Threat Grid 
sandbox for analysis and blocked automatically 
across all three products. There’s no more 
intelligent or coordinated solution — a significant 
improvement over disparate products from 
multiple providers.
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“Without Umbrella and AMP for 
Endpoints, detection and recovery 
would literally have cost us months of 
work and frustration.” 

— Tony Hynes, Director of IT Security, Axcess Financial 
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Each day Cisco processes 200 billion DNS requests, scans 47 billion 
web requests, and inspects 189 million file artifacts. Our ability to distill 
actionable intelligence from these immense datasets means we’re able to 
block 1.4 billion DNS requests, 1 million files, and 20 billion threats daily.
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To secure more, you 
need to see more.
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Gain visibility into 
what’s happening 
across all of your  
email, cloud apps, 
web traffic, and 
endpoints no matter 
where your users go. 

See More

See a threat 
once, and block it 
everywhere across 
your environment, 
without requiring 
work from your team.

Block More

Detect and 
investigate 
faster, with all 
the information 
consolidated and  
at your fingertips.

React Faster

Go beyond 
addressing a single 
event or infected 
device, to find 
and remediate an 
incident across your 
network landscape.

Respond 
Completely

Ensure your tools 
work for you even 
when you’re not at 
the steering wheel, 
freeing up resources 
to focus on what 
matters most for  
the company.

Automate
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In the face of threats growing in both number and 
sophistication, incremental change can take you only so 
far. It’s time to think bigger. Focusing on the three primary 
areas of vulnerability — email, endpoints, and internet —
brings focus to your enterprise security strategy. Ensuring 
a coordinated, combined response is imperative in today’s 
security landscape.

Cisco Umbrella provides the first line of defense against 
threats on the internet wherever users go. And because 
it’s built into the foundation of the internet and delivered 
from the cloud, Umbrella is the simplest security product 
to deploy and delivers powerful, effective protection. 

Get better, integrated  
protection with Cisco.

See for yourself. Attend an upcoming 
Cisco Umbrella live demo.

Register now
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“Cisco Threat Response gives us 
greater visibility into the impact of 
threats and enables us with the ability 
to respond faster.”

— Andrew Fisher, ICT Manager, Royal Freemasons
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